The nation’s public infrastructure is crumbling and in dire need of repair, according to conventional wisdom. This view seems to have become more strident after the Minneapolis bridge collapse in 2007. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) ostensibly addresses this concern by providing $111 billion for infrastructure and science projects. Of this amount, about a quarter ($27.5 billion) was set aside for spending on highway construction. Officials in the seven states that comprise parts or all of the Eighth Federal Reserve District have already proposed infrastructure projects totaling several billion dollars.

A well-functioning public infrastructure system is necessary to support rising living standards over time, but other factors are also crucial to improving these standards. Moreover, the evidence that the nation’s public infrastructure has fallen into widespread disrepair does not appear to be overwhelming. Even if it turns out to be, ongoing and emerging structural changes in the economy may necessitate a more careful assessment of future outlays for traditional infrastructure.

The State of Public Infrastructure

The nation’s infrastructure can be thought of as its tangible capital stock (income-earning assets), whether owned by private companies or the government.¹ This can include everything from the Toyota manufacturing plant in Indiana to the FedEx and UPS warehousing and distribution facilities in Memphis and Louisville, respectively. However, to most people, infrastructure is the nation’s streets, highways, bridges and other structures that are typically owned and operated by the government. More than 75 percent of the government’s capital stock is owned by state and local governments.

Several recent reports on the health of the nation’s infrastructure rate it to be in relatively poor shape. According to some organizations, such as the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), this is a long-standing concern. Every few years, the society rates 15 categories of public infrastructure. In its 2009 Report Card for America’s Infrastructure, the ASCE said that only three of 15 categories merited a C (mediocre), while the remaining 12 barely passed with a D (poor). This year’s cumulative grade (D) is unchanged from the society’s previous report in 2005, and it differs little from the reports issued in 2001 (D+) and in 1998 (D). The ASCE further says that the United States needs to more than double planned infrastructure spending over the next five years, or by about $1.1 trillion, to put the nation’s infrastructure in “good condition.” About half of this infrastructure gap is due to deteriorating roads and bridges.

Citing the ASCE’s findings, the National Governors Association (NGA) published
An Infrastructure Vision for the 21st Century

In 2009, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) provided tens of billions of federal dollars to state and local government officials for “shovel ready” infrastructure projects. As seen in Figure 1, nearly $1.3 billion in infrastructure investment has been requested thus far by governors for state transportation projects that will take place in the Eighth District.15

Arkansas and Missouri have advanced the most comprehensive and expensive infrastructure projects. Nearly 60 percent, or $761 million, of the total proposed infrastructure work in the Eighth District stems from proposals issued by the Arkansas and Missouri state governments. However, since Arkansas’ total ($436 million) surpasses the ARRA amount actually designated to infrastructure investment in Arkansas, other federal aid, as well as state and local funds, will make up the difference.

The Missouri Department of Transportation has requested about $325 million to fund 81 programs in the Eighth District. The majority of these projects call for refurbishing state routes and highways, and several direct significant investment toward the utilization of newer, more efficient modes of repairing roads.

In Illinois, state and local government officials have already identified projects that would use three-quarters of the $936 million designated to Illinois for infrastructure investment. Within the Eighth District, proposals for $81 million in state infrastructure projects have been made. As in Missouri, most of the ARRA proposals pertain to road and bridge repair.

Within Mississippi’s portion of the Eighth District, state officials have requested funding for 33 state projects. Of the $103 million being sought, 72 percent is directed toward road maintenance and improvement, with the remainder directed mostly toward bridge repair and replacement. The road maintenance and improvement projects encompass approximately 265 miles of road repair and rehabilitation.

A significant portion of the infrastructure projects proposed by the Indiana Department of Transportation was originally budgeted for future years. ARRA has allowed Indiana to bring forward a number of these future projects, as well as a list of newly created projects, most of which are dedicated to road repair and preventive maintenance. In fact, of the $34 million in proposed infrastructure projects, nearly $21 million is dedicated to preventive roadway maintenance.

Currently, the departments of transportation in both Tennessee and Kentucky have designated 52 state projects to use infrastructure funding in the Eighth District. Tennessee has requested almost $70 million, primarily for the resurfacing of roads and the replacement of nine bridges, while Kentucky has advanced proposals for over $220 million to repair streets, widen highways and build new roads. The Kentucky Department of Transportation has also asked for $1 million for public transportation enhancements within the Eighth District.

**FIGURE 1**

**Proposed Infrastructure Projects in the Eighth District Using 2009 ARRA Funds**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Millions of Dollars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Proposed projects as of May 20, 2009, that would use American Recovery and Reinvestment Act money.
The Economics of Infrastructure Spending

Economics is the study of how society responds to incentives when deciding how to allocate scarce resources. Since this decision process necessarily involves trade-offs, economies that prosper over time tend to allocate their economic resources to the purchase of capital that produces the highest rate of return. In the private sphere, this generally occurs as businesses strive to maximize profits and returns to shareholders. In the public sphere, these questions are equally valid, but answering them often requires information that is not readily available. For example, how does a city determine the rate of return on a new police station, unless it can accurately determine the value of future crimes that might be prevented?

Competing demands for public services besides infrastructure compound the problem confronting government authorities. For example, if a city has $X to spend on infrastructure improvements, will the rate of return on a highway overpass produce a higher rate of return than an improvement to a city’s sewer or flood-control systems?

Some economists suggested that a reduction in public capital spending may have been an important contributor to the 1973 slowdown in U.S. labor productivity growth. \(^6\)

Although other factors were likely more important in explaining the productivity slowdown, public infrastructure is nevertheless important because it facilitates the production of many private goods and services. For example, many trucking firms and package delivery services are heavy users of the nation’s streets, highways and public airports. Accordingly, additions to the public capital stock can improve living standards, as well as provide other benefits not captured in the economic statistics, such as time saving or outdoor recreation.

Over time, additions or subtractions to the capital stock will depend on both macroeconomic factors (how well or poorly the economy is performing) and microeconomic factors (performance of the state or local economy or the ability of state and local authorities to raise money). Some of the key macroeconomic determinants of infrastructure spending include:\(^7\)

1. **Growth of per capita income and technical change:**
   - The development of the internal combustion engine and commercial aviation has dramatically altered the scope and composition of the nation’s infrastructure. For example, as the U.S. grew wealthier after World War II, the number of registered vehicles per person age 16 and older doubled between 1948 (0.4) and 1971 (0.81). One of the responses to this development was the interstate highway system.

2. **Population change:**
   - Having more people generally entails a larger demand for public schools, hospitals, fire stations and other basic infrastructure.

3. **Other factors, such as the relative cost of public services:**
   - Increases in commodity and energy prices have significantly increased construction costs since 2002. Higher construction costs generally mean fewer bridge or street projects.

The Government’s Role in Infrastructure Spending

Economists have long argued that the provision of certain kinds of infrastructure is one of the major responsibilities of government. In fact, Adam Smith in *The Wealth of Nations* argued that providing public works...
is the “third and last duty” of the government. In a market economy, new goods and services naturally occur in response to perceived profit opportunities. For example, if a firm correctly perceives an unmet demand for a shopping center, it will reap considerable profits from its construction.

However, this is generally different for public goods like highways or bridges. First, public goods are usually very expensive to build and maintain, and the state or local government generally reaps no profit from its use by the citizenry. If a bridge is designed and built to generate revenue for the governing authority, it would have to impose a toll sufficiently high enough to cover its construction costs, maintenance and opportunity cost. However, if the toll is too high, drivers may use an alternative route, leaving revenue lower than expected. Regardless, the new bridge would probably still reduce traffic and congestion in other areas, which means that there would be benefits accruing to those who did not use the bridge.

Public goods that provide social benefits to those who do not directly use the bridge are called externalities. The presence of externalities means that a private firm would not be willing to finance such a large capital outlay unless it can earn a profit—in other words, capturing a part of the revenue generated by using the bridge (in our example). This is why most large-scale capital projects are funded by the taxpayer—even if some taxpayers who do not use the bridge benefit from its construction.

At the state and local (microeconomic) level, there are many additional factors that will influence an authority’s decision to increase or rebuild its infrastructure. These include political considerations, engineering assessments and the performance of the local economy (which affects tax revenue). Other microeconomic determinants include:

1. **Budget constraints:**
   - Most state and local governments have some form of a balanced budget requirement, which limits their ability to fund expensive new projects out of general revenue. When revenue declines, as in recessions, public projects often get canceled or delayed.

2. **Net benefits:**
   - A project will be economically feasible if its benefits exceed its costs. Although estimating budgetary costs are straightforward, there may be nonbudgetary costs—for example, excessive reliance on debt may reduce a state’s or municipality’s credit rating, forcing it to pay a higher rate of interest. Estimating the dollar value of benefits can be extremely difficult.

3. **Rate of return:**
   - A project is also economically feasible if its real rate of return exceeds an estimated real interest rate that could be earned on revenue invested elsewhere (opportunity cost). According to Gramlich, estimates of the real rate of return on public infrastructure vary greatly—ranging from large and positive (maintaining current highway conditions) to negative (reinforcing structures to exceed minimum standards).

### Trends in Infrastructure Spending

As the nation’s policymakers debate the size and scope of future infrastructure investments, it is necessary to try to
ascertain whether public investment has been lacking over the past several years. Table 1 provides an estimate of the real (inflation-adjusted) value of public capital (structures and equipment and software) divided by the resident U.S. population (per capita) from 1997 to 2007, including its growth rate over this 10-year period.9 From 1997 to 2007, real per capita structures (infrastructure) rose from about $19,800 to nearly $21,800, an increase of 0.95 percent per year. This increase was about half of the increase in real GDP per capita over this period (1.81 percent). If the demand for public structures per person grows in tandem with per capital real GDP growth, then U.S. infrastructure spending may have been shortchanged over this period. However, it is difficult to know definitively whether that has been the case because of recent changes in the composition of the capital stock reflecting other factors.

To see this, consider the following three categories from Table 1: industrial structures, health care structures and military structures. The decline in public health care structures is perhaps surprising, but may reflect the rapid growth of spending on health care services (Medicare and Medicaid) that has come at the expense of new facilities. For military structures, the demise of the Cold War and the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan may have necessitated increased spending on armaments rather than structures.

The two largest categories—education facilities and highways—present a study in contrasts. First, the per capita stock of highways, which is the largest category, increased from just under $19,800 to nearly $21,800, an increase of 0.95 percent per year. This increase was about half of the increase in real GDP per capita over this period (1.81 percent). If the demand for public structures per person grows in tandem with per capital real GDP growth, then U.S. infrastructure spending may have been shortchanged over this period. However, it is difficult to know definitively whether that has been the case because of recent changes in the composition of the capital stock reflecting other factors.

As seen in Table 1, the public transportation capital stock per person has grown rapidly since 1997. Although public transit data are available only through 2006, it is likely that the rise in gasoline prices in 2007 and 2008 increased public transit usage further. If these trends continue, then it would be natural to see smaller future increases in public spending on roads and bridges.

By contrast, the stock of real public education facilities per person increased much faster than real GDP per capita over this period. Early in the post-World War II period, the baby boom necessitated a boom in school construction. The school-age percentage of the population (ages 5 to 24) rose from a little more than 31 percent in 1945 to a post-World War II peak of about 38 percent in 1970. Since then, the school-age share fell to a post-WW II low of about 27.5 percent in 2007. All else equal, this drop should slow the growth of school construction. Public education outlays, however, have increased. This increase may be due to increased outlays by state governments on college structures and may be related to the wage gap between those with a high school diploma and a college degree. With only about a third of the labor force holding a
college degree, it may not be surprising to see increased expenditures on community colleges and four-year colleges.\textsuperscript{11}

Going forward, private and public policymakers may need to think anew about how they use their scarce resources to build the nation’s infrastructure of the future.\textsuperscript{12} To take just one example, an increasing share of commerce is conducted over the Internet, which conceivably reduces the need for more traditional infrastructure facilities, such as airports and roads, while increasing the need for other types of facilities and equipment. Second, if the price of energy resumes its increase in real terms, then growth in the demand for traditional, carbon-based fuels will naturally slow or decline, and new and different kinds of alternative fuels will likely increase in use. This change would entail shifting resources to a different kind of energy infrastructure.

Finally, the retirement of the baby boomers promises to put additional strains on government budgets at all levels, as well as on the private sector. An aging population naturally requires more health-care facilities, which will necessitate increasing public outlays, likely financed either with higher taxes or with revenue originally dedicated to other areas of the budget. The result: Those who support more spending on infrastructure will face more competition for scarce resources.\textsuperscript{11}

Kevin L. Kliesen is an economist, and Douglas C. Smith is a research associate, at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. For more on Kliesen’s work, see http://research.stlouisfed.org/kliesen/index.html.
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1 It is important to distinguish between capital stocks and capital flows. The latter is the annual or quarterly change in the capital stock, otherwise known as fixed investment, which is part of GDP. This article will focus on capital stocks.

2 See Springer and Dierkers.

3 See OECD.

4 See the Texas A&M report at http://mobility.tamu.edu.

5 See Congressional Budget Office or the 2008 Economic Report of the President.

6 For a flavor of the debate, see Gramlich or Tatom and the references cited therein.

7 See Musgrave and Musgrave.

8 The other two duties are defense and justice (enforcement of laws). See Book III.

9 Because of changes in the structural classification of the capital stock by the Census Bureau, measures of the capital stock in Table 1 before 1997 are not consistent with those from 1997 to the present.

10 See American Public Transportation Association.

11 See Kolesnikova and Shimek.

12 Also see the discussion in Council of Economic Advisers, Chapter 6.

13 Shovel-ready projects are required to use at least 50 percent of the requested money within 120 days. Dollar figures in this section refer to areas in the geographic boundary of the Eighth District. Figures exclude funds approved and designated by local governments.